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ABSTRACT: Preparation of black formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) requires high
temperature annealing and the incorporation of smaller A-site cations, such as
methylammonium (MA+), cesium or rubidium. A major advantage of vacuum processing
is the possibility to deposit perovskite films at room temperature (RT), without any
annealing step. Here we demonstrate stabilization of the cubic perovskite phase at RT,
in a three-sources co-sublimation method. We found that the MA+ incorporation is a selflimiting process, where the amount of MA+ which is incorporated in the perovskite is
essentially unvaried with increasing MAI deposition rate. In this way a phase-pure, cubic
perovskite with a bandgap of 1.53 eV can be obtained at room temperature. When used
in fully vacuum-processed perovskite solar cells, PCEs up to 18.8% were obtained.

Despite the presence of MA+, the solar cells were found to be thermally stable and
maintained 90% of their initial efficiency after 1 month of continuous operation.

In a short period of time, solar cells based on organic-inorganic lead halide perovskites
have rapidly advanced in terms of power conversion efficiency (PCE, now exceeding
25%), which is now comparable with more established thin-film and silicon solar cells.1–
3

Most of the reported high efficiency perovskite solar cells use formamidinium (FA) as

the majority cation.4–6
Compared to the archetypical methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3), formamidinium
lead iodide (FAPbI3) displays a bandgap of 1.48 eV. According to the Shockley-Queisser
limit, this is closer to the optimum bandgap value for a single-junction solar cell.7
Moreover, FA+ is more thermally stable than MA+, favouring the operational stability of
the perovskite solar cells.8–11 However, FAPbI3 is characterized by a non-perovskite
phase (“yellow” or δ-FAPbI3) with wires of face-sharing PbI6 octahedra, which is
thermodynamically more stable than the desired cubic (“black” or α-FAPbI3) perovskite
phase at room temperature (RT). Preparation of α-FAPbI3 requires high temperature
annealing (typically above 150 ºC) and the phase transition is reversible, meaning that
in ambient atmosphere at RT the black FAPbI3 converts back to the yellow phase.8,12
Several studies have shown that replacing part of the FA+ with MA+ enables to stabilize
the cubic phase at RT, with improved photovoltaic performance.13–15 This effect is
attributed to the large dipole moment of the MA+ cation, which leads to a stronger
interaction with the lead halide octahedral cage and, therefore, a more stable crystal
structure.16 Recently, other cations such as cesium, rubidium or guanidinium have also
been incorporated into FAPbI3 to improve its phase stability. Nonetheless, most of these
stabilizers widen the perovskite bandgap, reducing the attainable efficiency of the solar
cells.12,17,18 New compositions have been developed to maintain the bandgap of pure
FAPbI3, in particular by incorporation of phenethylammonium lead iodide or by surface

functionalization with alkylammonium ligands,

2,19

however the PCE is generally inferior

compared with that of solar cells where FAPbI3 is stabilized with MAI.20
The vast majority of these studies relied on solution-processed perovskite thin-films.
Vacuum deposition is an alternative method with important advantages over solutionprocessing, as it allows the deposition of pinhole-free, uniform and smooth films.21–24
Moreover, vacuum deposition gives a superior control over the film thickness and
composition, it is compatible with large areas and eliminates the processing concerns
related with the use of solvents.25–27 Up to now, however, FA+ has been scarcely
employed in vacuum processing of perovskite films and solar cells. We and others have
previously reported the fabrication of perovskite solar cells employing mixed cation (FA+,
MA+, Cs+) and mixed halide perovskites, a wide bandgap absorber suitable for tandem
but not for single junction solar cells.28,29 The first example of narrow bandgap FAPbI3
solar cells prepared by vacuum methods was reported by Borchert et al..30 The
perovskite films were deposited by co-sublimation of FAI and PbI2 in a high vacuum
chamber, followed by annealing at high temperature (170 ºC) to form the black FAPbI3
phase. They reported solar cells with average efficiency of 14% and record pixels up to
15.8%, albeit with significant hysteresis. No details regarding the film or device stability
were reported. More recently, Chiang et al. described the deposition of perovskite films
with nominal composition FA0.7Cs0.3Pb(I0.9Br0.1)3, obtained in a three-source deposition
process using FAI, CsBr and PbI2.31 The corresponding solar cells (using spin-coated
transport layers) showed very promising performance, with average efficiency of 16.8%
and record pixels up to 18.2%. In order to obtain the black perovskite phase, they used
an excess of FAI and, as a consequence, an annealing step at 135 ºC was needed to
crystallize the material. A major advantage of vacuum processing is the possibility to
deposit perovskite films at room temperature, without any annealing step. This would
make perovskite solar cells compatible with temperature-sensitive substrates (plastic
foils, textiles) and allows their deposition on top of narrow bandgap absorbers in tandem
architectures.32

In this study, we demonstrate the vacuum-deposition of cubic perovskite films at RT.
Stabilization of the perovskite phase is achieved through the addition of MAI, in a threesources co-sublimation method. We found that the MA+ incorporation is a self-limiting
process, where the amount of MA+ which is incorporated in the perovskite is essentially
unvaried with increasing MAI deposition rate. However, the deposition rate of MAI does
have an influence on the phase-purity and film orientation. Interestingly, the perovskite
with the smallest bandgap was obtained with the highest MAI deposition rate. In this way
a phase-pure, cubic perovskite with a bandgap of 1.53 eV was obtained at room
temperature. When used in fully vacuum-processed perovskite solar cells, PCEs up to
18.8% were obtained (18.6% on average). Moreover, the solar cells maintained 90% of
their initial efficiency after 1 month of continuous operation.
Perovskite thin films were prepared in a vacuum chamber equipped with three thermal
sources and integrated in a nitrogen-filled glove box. In this way, exposure of the
precursors and the deposited materials to the ambient atmosphere is prevented. Initially,
we investigated the formation of FAPbI3 by dual-source vacuum deposition of
formamidinium iodide (FAI) and lead iodide (PbI2). The as-deposited films were analysed
by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Figure 1a and fit in Figure S1), which showed the coexistence
of yellow (δ) and black (α) phases. In particular, intense peaks at 2θ = 22.5°, 45.9°, and
47.5° are observed, which correspond to the (002), (004), and (104) planes of δFAPbI3.33 This suggests a strong preferred orientation along the c-axis. It must be noted
that the (001) and the (003) reflections, whose calculated positions should be around 2θ
= 11.3° and 2θ = 34.2°, respectively, are systematically absent. This preferred orientation
corresponds to the direction of the inorganic PbI6 wires, meaning that they grow
perpendicular to the substrate, in contrast to what is commonly observed from solutionprocessed films.34 We noted also the presence of less intense diffraction signals
corresponding to the α-perovskite phase (2θ = 14.0º and 28.2º). The optical
characteristics of the films (Figure 1b), showing a weak absorption in the red part of the
spectrum and a photoluminescence (PL) signal at 763 nm, are consistent with previous

reports on the formation of a mixed δ/α (yellow/black) phase.35 Figure 1a shows that after
annealing at 150 ºC for 10 minutes and cooling down to RT, the yellow phase is mostly
suppressed and the diffractogram shows almost phase-pure α- FAPbI3.36 We note a
small diffraction peak around 2θ = 11.6°, ascribed to the (100) plane of δ- FAPbI3, but its
calculated intensity from Le Bail fits (Figure S2) is only 3.5% of the main α-phase peak
intensity. Also, as XRD measurements are carried out in air, it is possible that this weak
contribution of δ-FAPbI3 is formed upon air-exposure (degradation). In fact, the annealed
black FAPbI3 films turned into the yellow δ-phase after 20 to 30 minutes in ambient
conditions, as expected from previous reports.37

Figure 1. Characterization of as-deposited (RT) and annealed (150 ºC) FAPbI3 films. (a)
XRD patterns where peaks marked with stars correspond to the yellow δ-phase. (b)
Absorption (left) and PL (right) spectra. (c) comparison of the surface morphology by
SEM (the scale bar corresponds to 500 nm).

The black phase obtained after annealing is consistent with a cubic perovskite structure
with Pm- 3m space group and calculated lattice parameter of 6.346 Å. This lattice
parameter is slightly smaller compared to the reported value for FAPbI3 at 300 K (6.36
Å).38,39 The discrepancy might be partly ascribed to thermal effects, as the temperature
was not controlled during the XRD measurements. Considering the experimental
temperature of 290 K and a linear thermal coefficient for the lattice parameter of 7.9 · 104 Å·K-1, 38 the

corrected lattice parameter at 300 K would be 6.354 Å, which is very close

to the reported value of 6.36 Å for α-FAPbI3. Conversion to the desired black phase is
also confirmed by the red-shifted (compared to that of the asdeposited phase) absorption
cut-off and PL emission, at approximately 800 nm, as expected for FAPbI3. The film
morphology, as observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Figure 1c), was found
to be similar for the as-prepared and annealed films, with the latter showing a more
faceted structure and narrower grain size distribution (diameter ranging from 100 to 300
nm). In order to test the optoelectronic properties of the FAPbI3 films annealed at 150
ºC, we fabricated fully vacuum-deposited p-i-n solar cells. Devices were prepared on
indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides, using molybdenum oxide (MoO3, 5 nm) and
N4,N4,N4′′,N4′′-tetra([1,1′-biphenyl]-4-order to test the optoelectronic properties of the
FAPbI3 films annealed at 150 ºC, we fabricated fully vacuum-deposited p-i-n solar cells.
Devices were prepared on indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides, using molybdenum
oxide (MoO3, 5 nm) and N4,N4,N4′′,N4′′-tetra([1,1′-biphenyl]-4-yl)-[1,1′:4′,1′′-terphenyl]4,4′′-diamine (TaTm, 10 nm) as hole injection and transport layers (HIL and HTL),
respectively. Then, 500 nm thick perovskite film was deposited on TaTm and
subsequently coated with fullerene (C60, 25 nm) and bathocuproine (BCP, 8 nm) as the
electron transport and injection layers (ETL and EIL), respectively. The devices were
completed with the deposition of a silver electrode (100 nm). Details of the device
fabrication are reported in the Experimental Procedures. Figure S3a shows the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum together with the integrated short-circuit current
density (Jsc) over the AM1.5 spectrum for a device obtained with FAPbI3 annealed at

150ºC. The EQEs peaked at 90% and showed high values over the wavelength range
550-700nm, with a lower response in the blue region (0.8 average EQE) and a drop close
to the perovskite bandgap. The integrated Jsc was 21.3 mA cm-2 and is in line with that
obtained from current density vs. voltage (J-V) curves under simulated 1 sun solar
illumination (Figure S3b). The open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the fill factor (FF), however,
were rather low (about 1 V and 60%, respectively), implying substantial non-radiative
recombination and a large series resistance within the cells. The dark J-V curves also
showed a low shunt resistance, likely related to morphological or electronic defects within
the perovskite or at the interface with transport layers.40 Overall, the PCE was found to
be about 11% on average with 13.0% for the best pixel, only slightly below the values
previously reported for vacuumprocessed FAPbI3 solar cells.30
In the attempt to stabilize the perovskite cubic phase at RT, we added MAI from a third
sublimation source during vacuum co-deposition. For the deposition of the FA1-xMAxPbI3
(from now on called FAMAPbI3 for simplicity) films, the individual quartz crystal
microbalance (QCM) readings for FAI and PbI2 were kept constant at deposition rates of
1 Å/s, while the deposition rate of MAI was varied between 0.7 and 1.9 Å/s. The XRD
patterns for the entire series of vacuum deposited perovskite films is displayed in Figure
2a-g, together with individual whole-pattern fits and reference Bragg’s reflections (larger
graphs are available in Figure S4). With the minimum MAI deposition rate (0.7 Å /s,
Figure 2a), the film mainly consists of the yellow phase with the inorganic wires flat on
the substrate, as evidenced by the main diffraction peak at 2θ = 11.7° corresponding to
the (100) plane of δ-FAPbI3 (space group P63/mcm). As previously noted, this is also the
main orientation observed for solution-processed films. It is, however, different than the
as-deposited pure (MA-free) FAPbI3 (Figure 1a). The reason for these different
orientations is not clear but it may originate from an increased disorder upon addition of
MAI, something that, as will be discussed hereafter, also affects the α-phase (at higher
MAI rates). When the MAI deposition rate is increased from 0.9 to 1.9 Å/s, the film is
mainly consisting of the cubic perovskite phase (Figure 2b-g). A close look at the 2θ

=11°-13.5° range reveals the presence of the δ-phase and of PbI2 in some cases, but
their relative signals are weak. As a semi-quantitative measure of phase purity, we
plotted the ratio of the calculated intensity of the most intense δ- phase and PbI2 peaks
with respect to the main α-phase reflection in Figure S5.

Figure 2. XRD characterization of FAMAPbI3 films deposited with increasing MAI
depositionrates. (a-g) Whole-pattern Le Bail fit (red line) of XRD patterns (open black
circles). Vertical markers correspond to calculated Bragg's reflections for cubic α-phase
perovskite (black), yellow δ-phase (yellow), and PbI2 (green). (h) Unit cell parameter (left)
as obtained from fit (open circles) and estimated values at 300 K, considering thermal
expansion (solid spheres). On the right, the corresponding MA+ content x, corresponding
to the stoichiometry FA1-xMAxPbI3.

This shows that the impurities (δ-phase and PbI2) are very low for all MAI rates higher
than 0.7 Å/s, similar to the signal found on annealed FAPbI3 (Figure 1a). At the highest
MAI rate of 1.9 Å/s, no signal at all for the yellow phase or PbI2 was found, and the
perovskite film is essentially phase pure. Also, we note again that the XRD is carried out
in air, where conversion to the yellow phase is favored. The calculated lattice parameter
for all samples is reported in Figure 2h. On average, we found a value of 6.33 Å, which

is lower than that obtained for pure FAPbI3 (6.36 Å), but larger than that of cubic MAPI
at 300 K (6.30 Å). This indicates that the smaller MA+ cation is indeed incorporated in the
lattice of the cubic perovskite, forming a mixed cation MAxFA1-xPbI3
phase. The x value can be estimated by using the calibration curve from Weber et al.38
Nevertheless, as noted previously in the discussion of Figure 1a, the values obtained
herein should be corrected for thermal expansion. Applying the same correction as for
pure FAPbI3, the lattice parameter of FA1-xMAxPbI3 samples at 300 K increases to
approximately 6.34 Å, which corresponds to the approximate stoichiometry
FA0.6MA0.4PbI3. The fact that this stoichiometry does not seem to vary with MAI
deposition rate is surprising and indicates that, within this range, the incorporation of MA+
in the lattice is self-limited and not directly related to its deposition rate. One of the
benefits of vacuum deposition is the possibility to monitor the deposition rate of the
different precursors in-situ during the thin film growth by quartz crystal microbalance
sensors (QCMs). Even though this monitoring is not trivial in the case of MAI, with careful
positioning of the QCMs we are able to determine the individual deposition rates. The
monitored thickness by the QCM also suggests that the MAI incorporation does not
increase after sublimation rates of 1.3 Å/s, resulting in the estimated x value in FA1-x
MAxPbI3 of 0.4~0.5, (Figure S6), in good agreement with the data obtained from the
structural analysis. These results are in agreement with the non-standard sublimation
properties of MAI, whose adsorption on a surface is dependent on the temperature41 as
well as on the surface chemical composition.42 The latter is of special importance for this
work, as the temperature is kept constant at RT. For a given surface, in this case the
forming FA1-xMAXPbI3 film, increasing the deposition rate (as measured from a dedicated
QCM in the vicinity of the thermal source) in a certain range does not lead to a
proportionally higher MAI content in the film. This happens as there are not enough
favorable adsorption sites for MAI on the surface of the film. It is worth to note that this
is not true for FAI, as demonstrated in the SI of this manuscript. However, MAI seem to
increase disorder in the films at high deposition rate (as seen by the progressive loss of

orientation as observed by XRD), which might indicate the presence of amorphous MAI
at the grain boundaries. The details of the procedure followed to quantify composition
during vacuum co-sublimation are described in the Supporting Information.
Another interesting feature from the XRD signals of the FAMAPbI3 series (with varying
MA deposition rates) is the difference in the relative intensities of the perovskite peaks,
which is dictated by the crystalline orientation with respect to the substrate. In halide
perovskites prepared both by solution- and vacuum-processing, it is common to observe
a preferential orientation along the [100] direction, with the most intense diffraction peaks
around 2θ = 14° and 2θ = 28.5° (corresponding to the (100) and (200) planes). Here, this
behavior holds until a MAI rate of 1.3 Å/s. Nevertheless, for higher MAI deposition rates,
the intensity of the (110) and (210) peaks, located around 2θ = 19.9° and 2θ = 31.5°,
respectively, rise considerably. To evaluate this, we have plotted the ratio between the
intensities of these peaks and the intensity of the main (100) peak in Figure S7. The
increase in the relative intensity of these reflections imply a lower degree of orientation
of the perovskite with increasing MAI loading. As previously discussed in relation to the
yellow phase, it is reasonable to think that the higher disorder induced by the addition of
MA+ affects the crystallographic orientation, although the underlying exact mechanism is
not clearly understood. We note that, in general, hybrid organic-inorganic lead iodide
perovskite thin films have been reported with different orientations, without a clear
understanding of the factors governing it nor of the implications for their optoelectronic
properties.43
The optical absorption of the films (Figure 3a, full dataset in Figure S8) also confirms
the formation of cubic perovskite at room temperature upon MAI incorporation, showing
high absorbance all over the visible spectrum and an absorption edge at approximately
800 nm. The exception is the perovskite film obtained with the lower MAI loading (0.7
Å/s), whose optical absorption resembles that of the as-deposited FAPbI3 (Figure 1b),
consequence of the formation of a mixed δ/α phase. More insights about the composition
can be obtained from the PL spectra of the family of materials (Figure 3b, full dataset

and spectra without normalization in Figure S9). A continuous red-shift of the PL signal
was observed upon increasing the MAI deposition rate. The FAMAPbI3 films prepared
using the lowest MAI rate (0.7 Å/s) exhibit a PL maximum at 781 nm, whereas the
perovskite films prepared using the highest MAI rate (1.9 Å/s) show the PL maximum at
796 nm. These correspond to approximate bandgap energies (Eg) of 1.59 and 1.56 eV,
respectively. This finding is particularly interesting and counterintuitive at first. One could
expect that increasing the MAI content would lead to a wider bandgap, as the Eg for
vacuumdeposited pure MAPbI3 was found to be 1.63 eV.44 According to literature, there
is about 100 meV difference in bandgap between FAPbI3 (x = 0) and MAPbI3 (x = 1), and
a linear dependence of the bandgap on x might be expected in FA1-xMAxPbI3.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that the FAPI and MAPI perovskite phases from which
the aforementioned bandgap energy difference is obtained are different crystalline
phases (cubic for FAPI and tetragonal -distorted perovskite- for MAPbI3 at room
temperature). In our case, the incorporation of MAI, in the conditions in which it is
performed, does not lead to a visible phase transition and the perovskite remains cubic
as in pure FAPbI3. Hence, it is not surprising that the bandgap is closer to the value of
pure FAPI even with substantial MAI incorporation. Instead, the incorporation of MAI
leads to a reduction of the bandgap, which we attribute to the stabilization of the cubic
α-phase perovskite.

Figure 3. Optical properties and surface morphology for FAMAPbI3 perovskite films
obtained with increasing MAI deposition rates. (a) Optical absorption spectra. (b) PL
spectra in linear (left) and semi-logarithmic (right) scale with excitation at 520 nm. (c)
Surface morphology as observed by SEM (scale bar 500 nm).

This assessment is corroborated by the PL spectra of the FAMAPI3 films obtained using
the higher MAI sublimation rates (1.7 Å/s and 1.9 Å/s) which match well with that of the
black α-FAPbI3 (Figure 1b).16 Our interpretation of the structural data for the different
FAMAPI3 films discussed previously is also in accordance with this assumption. The
calculated MAI content was found to not directly correlate with the deposition rate used,
but rather to influence the stabilization of the perovskite phase and its orientation. We
also noted an evolution of the morphology of the FAMAPI3 films prepared with increasing
MAI deposition rates, as observed by SEM (Figure 3c). When compared with the
morphology of the sublimed FAPbI3, obtained by the co-sublimation of FAI and PbI2 and
subsequent annealing, the incorporation of MAI induces the formation of smaller grains.

The FAMAPI3 films prepared with low MAI rates have a rather heterogeneous grain
distribution, yet the films prepared with MAI rates ≥ 1.5 Å/s have a very compact and
homogenous surface. In view of the interesting structural, morphological and optical
properties, the whole series of perovskite films was tested in planar p-i-n perovskite solar
cells with the same structure as described before. The solar cell characterization is
summarized in Figure 4 and Table S1 (full dataset in Figure S10).

Figure 4. Characterization of perovskite solar cells with FAMAPbI3 absorbers obtained
with varying MAI deposition rates during vacuum processing. (a) External quantum
efficiency (EQE) spectra. (b) J-V curves under illumination for representative pixels and
(c) summary of the average photovoltaic parameters for the all device series. For MAI
deposition rates in the range of 1.1 - 1.5 Å/s, for each rate we prepared 2 batches of 3

substrates with 4 pixels each, hence the statistics is based on 24 pixels. For the rest of
the materials, we prepared a single batch of 3 substrates for each rate (with 4 pixels
each), hence the statistics is based on 12 pixels. Parameters are extracted from J-V
scans in forward bias.

The EQE spectra (Figure 4a) for all devices were found to be rather similar, with high
photon-toelectron conversion efficiency above 0.8 throughout the visible spectrum, and
close to 0.9 in the red region. The origin of the lower spectral response at high energy is
not clear yet, but it might originate from reflection losses or from unbalanced electron
and hole mobility in the perovskite. An exception can be observed for the solar cells
employing FAMAPbI3 obtained with 0.7 Å/s MAI rate, which agrees with the lower optical
absorption of the corresponding thin films (Figure 3a) and attributed to the dominant
yellow phase as observed by XRD. The current density obtained from the integration of
the EQE over the AM1.5 spectrum matches well with the short circuit currents obtained
from the J-V curves under 1 sun illumination (Figure 4b). The Jsc was found to be rather
constant at approximately 22 mA cm-2. Only the solar cells based on the perovskites
obtained at the lowest MAI sublimation rate (0.7 Å/s) showed a reduced Jsc of 17 mA cm2 on

average (Figure 2c, see Table S1 for record values for each perovskite formulation).

The latter is the result of the lower spectral response highlighted before. The FF
measured for the solar cells was found to vary n between 60 and 75%, with a plateau at
approximately 75% for the cells based on the perovskites obtained with MAI deposition
rates in the range of 1.1-1.7 Å/s. For these solar cells, we also found the largest
photovoltage: as a result, the corresponding PCEs ranged between 17.9% and 18.8%.
The highest PCE was obtained for the cells using the perovskites prepared with a MAI
deposition rate of 1.5 Å/s.
In order to further assess the quality of the different FAMAPbI3 perovskites and the
corresponding solar cells, we investigated their EQE response in the bandgap region.
From the semi-logarithmic plot in Figure 5a (full dataset in Figure S11) one can see for

all devices a steep drop of the EQE around the perovskite’s bandgap. From the slope
we extracted the Urbach energies, which are in the range of 12-13 meV (see Table S2).
Such low Urbach energies are an indication of a low electronic disorder that is essential
to obtain high Voc.45 The noise level for these EQE measurements was low at 10-7-10-6
and correlated with the corresponding dark currents of the devices (Figure S12). No
photoresponse could be detected in the energy range of 0.8 to 1.35 eV. This implies that
there are no optically active states, associated with trapped electrons/holes in the
bandgap, contributing to the photocurrent. Furthermore, we extracted the bandgap of the
perovskite films from these sensitive EQE measurements (inset of Figure 5a).46 As
discussed already for the shift of the PL signals (Figure 3b), we found a wider bandgap
for low MAI rates in comparison to the annealed FAPbI3 cell (without any MAI). With
increasing MAI deposition rates, the FAMAPbI3 perovskite bandgaps continuously
decreases reaching values close to that of the FAPbI3 α-phase. It is important to note,
that this low bandgap is reached without the need of any thermal treatments. We
compared the measured key performance indicators as obtained from the J-V scans with
their maximal obtainable values in Figure 5b.

Figure 5. Sensitive EQE measurements and loss analysis of FAMAPbI3 solar cells
prepared with increasing MAI deposition rates. (a) Sensitive EQE spectra in the bandgap
region (the inset show the calculated bandgap values for each MAI rate). (b) Ratio of Voc,

Jsc and FF to their maximum theoretical limit for each MAI rate. The device for a MAI rate
of 0 employs a FAPbI3 film annealed at 150 ºC.

The radiative limit of the Voc, Voc,rad, was calculated via the EQE response.47 The FF and
Jsc were obtained directly from detailed balance calculations given the specific bandgap
of each material (Shockley-Queisser limit, SQ).48,49 It is clear that varying the MAI rate
affects mostly the FF and Jsc ratios, whereas the Voc was found to be rather constant.
This suggests that the principal effect of MAI addition is the stabilization of the cubic
phase, while it does not affect the recombination. Variation of the FF, however, are
observed mainly for non-optimal composition, where also the current density or the
photovoltage are simultaneously reduced. In the optimum MAI rate range of 1.1-1.7 Å/s,
all device parameters were found to be approximately at 80-85% of the theoretical
maxima, highlighting the high quality of the perovskite films and devices reported here.
At the same time, these data suggest that there is not a single limiting parameter, and
that all should be improved to further enhance the PCE.
Finally, we evaluated the stability of solar cells based on FAMAPbI3 perovskites
deposited at 1.5 Å/s MAI rate. In these devices we used an ultrathin poly(triarylamine)
(PTAA) layer as the HTL, as it has been used in very efficient and stable perovskite solar
cells, and in view of recent reports on the instability related with the use of MoO3.50,51 The
devices were encapsulated with a UVcurable resin and a glass slide, and the stability
was evaluated in a nitrogen atmosphere to minimize influences of extrinsic
environmental factors on the degradation. Both the shelf life (in the dark) and the
operational stability were evaluated. For the shelf-life stability tests the solar cells were
maintained at 65 ºC (using a hotplate) in the dark. Periodically, the J-V characteristics
under 1 sun illumination were recorded at room temperature (Figure 6a).

Figure 6. Stability assessment of encapsulated perovskite solar cells using FAMAPbI3
films obtained with MAI deposition rate of 1.5 Å/s. (a) Shelf-life measurements during
thermal stress for devices kept in the dark at 65 ºC. (b) Maximum power point tracking
under continuous illumination at RT.

After 250 hours of continuous thermal stress, the PCE maintained 90% of the initial
value, demonstrating the thermal stability of the cubic FAMAPbI3 perovskite films and of
the device structure. We observed an initial increase in efficiency, which might suggest
that annealing could even be beneficial for the perovskite absorber. However, annealing
at the same temperature an as-prepared film does result in a degradation of
corresponding the device performance (Figure S13). Most likely the rise in efficiency is
device-related, as observed previously in similar p-i-n perovskite solar cells.52,53 To
evaluate the operational stability, the devices were maintained at their maximum power
point (MPP) under simulated 1 sun equivalent illumination with white LEDs at RT (25 ºC)
in dry nitrogen. Under these operational conditions the solar cell exhibited a remarkable

stability, maintaining 90% of the initial PCE after 1 month (720 hours) of continuous
operation. These findings challenge the widespread assumption that methylammonium
would undermine the perovskite solar cells stability.
In summary, high-quality, phase-pure cubic FA1-xMAxPbI3 perovskite films can be
obtained using a dry sublimation process and without the need of any thermal treatment.
We found that the MA+ content in the perovskite film is rather insensitive to the MAI
deposition rate used during cosublimation, within the range investigated herein.
Independently on the MAI deposition rate, cubic perovskite films are always obtained,
without any post treatment. We did observe a difference in the perovskite structural
disorder and crystal orientation, although with not dramatic influence to the
optoelectronic properties of the materials. The optimized perovskite formulations lead to
solar cells with photovoltaic parameters at 80% of their maximum theoretical limits,
highlighting the high quality of the as-deposited perovskite semiconductors. We obtained
solar cells with PCE up to 18.8% that retain 90% of their initial efficiency after more than
1-month of continuous operation and also upon prolonged storage at elevated
temperatures (> 250 h at 65C).
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